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THISR™ Kit

Man portable, ISR technologies that provide the capability to collect and locally produce intel to meet tactical unit requirements. THISR allows the collection of up-to-date geo-referenced Random Access Full Motion Video (RFMV) and stills, 360° immersive virtual renderings of points of interest and routes, and 3D modeled VR supported digital maps.
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Key Features

- Non ITARS
- Discrete “clandestine”
- Surrogate Sanctioned
- NRT Surveillance
- Modular
- Light Weight
- Easy to Train/operate
- Program Management Approved

Feature Add-ons

- Cursor on Target (C-o-T)
- Infrared Imaging
- Thermal Imaging
- LIDAR
- Laser Range Finder (LRF)
- Persistent deployment Drone
- “AAA”
- Adaptive
- Meet current and future requirements
Digital Mapping Reconnaissance Toolkit (DMRT)

- Nikon
- Android
- Vectronix
- LTI
- Internal GPS, IMU, Battery
Contact Info

Info@redhensystems.com
Phone: 970-493-3952